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Section 1: Introduction

What is the zero coupon yield curve?

Its importance in actuarial valuation

The Nelson Siegel term structure model for 
interest ratesinterest rates  
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What is the zero coupon yield curve?

 ZCB’s are simple non-coupon bearing bonds
A b i b d b ‘ t i d d ’ t A coupon-bearing bond can be ‘stripped down’ to a 
portfolio of ZCB’s by considering each coupon as a 
separate ZCBseparate ZCB

 The ZCYC is the relation between yield-to-maturity 
and maturity for such bondsand maturity for such bonds

 Generally derived for each currency from the 
prevalent Government bond pricesp p

 traditionally regarded as an important indicator of 
overall market conditions 
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Its importance in actuarial valuation

 Term structure of risk- free rates
Li bilit l ti ZCYC id th i t Liability valuation- ZCYC provides the appropriate 
discounting factors for valuing liabilities

 Asset returns for risk neutral valuation Asset returns - for risk-neutral valuation, 
expected returns from different asset classes are 
calibrated to risk-free rates derived from thecalibrated to risk free rates derived from the 
ZCYC

 Aspects of yield curve that are most relevant to p y
actuarial valuation models are –
- It should give prices and yields close to the 
market
- Its shape should capture market dynamics 
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The Nelson Siegel term structure model 

Nelson and Siegel proposed the forward rate curve 

r(m) = β0 + β1* exp(- m/τ) + β2* (m/τ) *exp(-m/τ)    (1)

This implies the yield curve –This implies the yield curve –

R(m) = β0 + (β1 + β2)* (1 - exp(-m/τ))/(m/τ) – β2* exp(- m/τ) (2)

 Popular for of its ease of interpretation and its parsimony
 The limiting value of R(m) as m gets large is β0 and as m gets 

small is (β0 + β1), which are necessarily the same as for the 
forward rate function since r(m) is just an averaging of R(.)
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Interpretation of model parameters

 Τ: governs the exponential decay rate; small 
values of τ produce fast decay and therefore fitsvalues of τ produce fast decay and therefore fits 
curvature at short maturities, while large values 
of τ produce slow decay and gives better fit atof τ produce slow decay and gives better fit at 
long maturities

 β0, β1, β2 : measure the strengths of the short-, β0, β1, β2 g ,
medium-, and long-term components of the curve
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Interpretation of model parameters

ith i t ' i ht ' f th t th d lwith appropriate 'weights' for these components, the model 
can generate a variety of forward rate curves with monotonic 
and humped shapes.p p
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Interpretation of model parameters
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Interpretation of model parameters
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Section 2: Methodology

Regression setup

OLS formulation
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Regression setup

R(m) = β0 + (β1 + β2)* (1 - exp(-m/τ)) / (m/τ) - β2* exp(- m/τ) 

 For a particular value of τ, this becomes a linear model of 
the form-

R(m) = a + bx1 + cx2

Where x1 = (1 - exp (-m/τ))/ (m/τ)   and x2 = exp(-m/τ)

 For a given value of τ, the linear model can be fitted using 
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression to obtain the y q ( ) g
best-fitting values of a, b and c. 

 Then a grid-search mechanism for τ, i.e., repeating this 
procedure across a pre-determined range of values of τprocedure across a pre-determined range of values of τ 
gives us the best over-all fit. 
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OLS formulation

 Due to collinearity, it is inappropiate to perform regression 
using standard statistical softwareusing standard statistical software

 instead, the regression should be performed algebraically 
from the first principles.

 Suppose the market data includes n yields R R R Suppose the market data includes n yields R1, R2,… Rn 
corresponding to maturities m1, m2, … mn

 Having fixed τ, the objective is to determine parameters a, b 
and c that minimize the total sum of squares of errors.
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OLS formulation

To minimise   S = ∑ (Ri – a – bx1i – cx2i )2  w.r.t. a,b and c

∂S/∂a = 0 => na + b∑ x1i + c∑ x2i = ∑ Ri

∂S/∂b = 0 => a∑ x1i + b∑ x1i
2 + c∑ x2i x1i = ∑ Ri x1i

∂S/∂c = 0 => a∑ x2i + b∑ x2i x1i + c∑ x2i 
2 = ∑ Ri x2i

in matrix formulation, Aβ = R
Where β is the ector (a b c) matri A contains the corrs coefficients and RWhere β is the vector (a, b, c), matrix A contains the corrs. coefficients, and R 

is the vector of the right-hand side values in the three eqns.

Th l ti i i bThe solution is given by     
β = A-1 R
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Section 3: Issues

3.1 Fixing tau: motivation and implication

3.2 Collinearity of regressors 

3.3 Specifying the range of values of tau

3.4 Data issues and the 30 year yield
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3.1 Why fix tau? 

 Primarily because it transforms
R(m) = β0 + (β1 + β2)* (1 - exp(-m/τ)) / (m/τ) - β2* exp(- m/τ) 
into an easily tractable linear model 

R(m) = a + bx1 + cx2

 Grid search mechanism to determine tau in a 
ifi d f lspecified range of values 
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3.1 The implications of fixing tau

 In our model τ is the scaling parameter
d t ff t th fitti h b t τ does not affect the curve-fitting very much, but 

it largely determines the shape of the yield curve, 
particularly at higher maturitiesparticularly at higher maturities

 A particular value of τ can give a marginally 
better fit than other values, but an extremelybetter fit than other values, but an extremely 
'ugly' curve otherwise

 Fixing τ within a range beforehand is a control on g g
such erratic results
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3.1 An interpolation analogy

 Yield curve construction from market data can be 
split into two parts interpolation within thesplit into two parts – interpolation within the 
range of maturities in the data, and extrapolation 
for higher maturitiesfor higher maturities

 In our model (approximately speaking) 
parameters β0, β1 and β2 represent the p β0, β1 β2 p
interpolation part, while τ represents the 
extrapolation part or the 'shape' aspect of the 

t ticonstruction
 Fixing τ thereby implies putting a handle on the 

curve shape and then choosing the best fitcurve shape and then choosing the best fit 
('interpolation') that gives the desired shape
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3.1 An illustration

yield

Maturity

ZCYC for 30th June 2009

y

The curves are close till maturity of 10, i.e. the in-sample part (we calibrated the curve 
with market data on bonds of up to 10 yrs maturity). However, they move in totally 
different directions for higher maturities. Thus, the value of tau largely determines the 
shape of the curve but is not very crucial to the data-fitting part.
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3.2 Why collinearity arises

R(m) = a + bx1 + cx2

where x1 = (1 - exp(-m/τ))/(m/τ) and x2 = exp(-m/τ)

Let y = m/τ   and consider the function f(y) = - exp (- y)

f'(y) = exp (- y) 

(f(y) – f(0))/ y =  (1 – exp(- y))/y

(The first quantity is x1 and the second quantity is x2)

 As y approaches zero, both these quantities approach f'(0)As y approaches zero, both these quantities approach f (0)

 When m is small, or when τ is large, then y is close to zero, and 

hence we have high correlation between x1 and x2hence we have high correlation between x1 and x2.
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3.2 How this might affect our regression

Let us assume that the correct model is 

R(m) = 1 + 2x1 + 3x2 .. (1)

As x1 - x2 is close to zero,

R(m) =  1 + 3x1 + 2x2 .. (2)

may also give a very good fit and when the regression is 

performed directly, this might be the model that is obtained as the 

best fit.

 However, though (2) and (1) are very similar at small maturities, 

they are very different at high maturities (as the correlation 

between x1 and x2 vanishes at high values of m). 

 Hence the yield curve obtained from (2) is a grossly incorrect one.
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3.2 How to deal with this

 It is preferable to determine the coefficients 
algebraically from the first principles of OLSalgebraically from the first principles of OLS 
regression, instead of using some statistical 
softwaresoftware

 Range of values of τ are specified such that 
extreme collinearity does not arise, making the y , g
regression more robust.
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3.3 Specifying the range of values for tau

The fitting aspect-
A ll l f i li hi h 'fl ibilit ' t A small value of τ implies higher 'flexibility' at 
small values of m, and vice versa

 Keeping in mind our range of maturities we Keeping in mind our range of maturities, we 
should look for values of tau such the model 
gives a good fit 'on average'gives a good fit on average

 It is assumed that the data includes bonds of the 
following maturities – 3 months, 6 months, 1 year, g , , y ,
2 years, 3 years, 4 years, 5 years and 10 years
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3.3 Specifying the range of values for tau

 The collinearity aspect-
value of tau collinearity of regressors

0.25 0.9377

0.5 0.9586

1 0.9707

2 0.9803

5 0.9942

10 0.9985

20 0.9996

 Keeping in mind the mix of maturities in our data, the desired 

Thus, collinearity reaches extreme levels for tau = 5 onwards

p g ,
stability of shape of the yield curve, and the collinearity of 
regressors, we recommend using [0.3, 2] as the range of values of 
tau, in increments of 0.1. 
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3.4 Data used for curve fitting

 We have used market zero coupon yields 
published by Bloombergpublished by Bloomberg

 Bloomberg publishes daily zero-coupon yields 
data for the following maturities –data for the following maturities –
3 months, 6 months, 1 yr, 2 yr, 3yr, 4yr, 5yr, 10yr, 
30yr30yr

 These annualized yields have to be converted to 
their continuously compounded equivalentsy p q

 It is recommended not to use 30 yr yields in the 
data
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3.4 Issues with 30 yr yields
Five month-end curves were constructed including 30 year yields

month Bloomberg Model 1

Model 1 –

Bloomberg Model 1 sd Model 2

Model 2 -

Bloomberg

Feb-09 8.06% 6.23% -1.83% 0.13% 7.58% -0.48%

Mar-09 7.74% 7.30% -0.44% 0.10% 7.57% -0.17%

Apr-09 7.45% 6.49% -0.96% 0.10% 7.04% -0.41%

M 09 7 62% 7 07% 0 55% 0 10% 7 40% 0 22%May-09 7.62% 7.07% -0.55% 0.10% 7.40% -0.22%

Jun-09 7.86% 7.29% -0.57% 0.06% 7.68% -0.18%

Model 1 refers to the fitted curve with data excluding 30 yr yields
Model 2 refers to the fitted curve with data including 30 yr yieldsModel 2 refers to the fitted curve with data including 30 yr yields

 Model 1 consistently underestimates 30 yr yields, to an extent that 
is severe when compared to sd (which represents average error)p ( p g )

 This implies 30 yr yields are much higher than what is expected 
from prevalent yields on other maturities

 Even when 30 yr yields are included in the data (i e in model 2) it
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 Even when 30 yr yields are included in the data (i.e. in model 2), it 
is consistently underestimated



3.4 A visual illustration
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3.4 A visual illustration
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3.4 A visual illustration
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 The 30 year yield is way above the yield curve
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3.4 A visual illustration
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 The 30 yr yield pulls up  the yield curve, but still there is a 
significant negative error

 We interpret this as liquidity premium in 30 yr yields
 This is further emphasized from volume wise G Sec trading data This is further emphasized from volume-wise G-Sec trading data 

at CCIL
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 There are negligible volumes traded at maturities close to 30 yrs There are negligible volumes traded at maturities close to 30 yrs
 As our purpose is to construct a 'risk-free' curve, we don't want to 

include liquidity premium
 Hence 30 yr yields are not used for ZCYC calibration
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 Hence 30 yr yields are not used for ZCYC calibration



Section 4: Results

4.1 Yield errors

4.2 Price errors

4.3 Stability of shape
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4.1 Yield errors

month Yield error for fitted curve Yield error for NSE ZCYC

Dec-08 0.05% 1.56%

Jan-09 0.15% 0.67%

Feb-09 0.10% 0.39%

Mar-09 0.09% 0.23%

Apr-09 0.10% 0.54%p 09 0. 0% 0.5 %

May-09 0.10% 0.73%

Jun-09 0.06% 0.88%

Jul-09 0.08% 0.58%

Aug 09 0 09% 0 14%Aug-09 0.09% 0.14%

Sep-09 0.16% 0.30%

Oct-09 0.17% 0.30%

Nov-09 0.06% 0.74%

 Compared model yields and Bloomberg yields, and considered 
the average yield error across the range of maturities. The same 
was obtained for the NSE ZCYC.was obtained for the NSE ZCYC. 

 The yield curve obtained by our methodology was found to give 
lower average errors consistently.
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4.2 Price errors
Month Fitted curve for best tau Nse ZCYC

Dec-08 0.15 1.79

Jan-09 0.35 1.54Ja 09 0.35 .5

Feb-09 0.34 0.92

Mar-09 0.22 0.40

Apr-09 0.22 0.86

May 09 0 25 0 94May-09 0.25 0.94

Jun-09 0.10 0.81

Jul-09 0.20 0.72

Aug-09 0.20 0.37

Sep-09 0.39 0.46

Oct-09 0.43 0.64

Nov-09 0.10 0.71

 From model yields we calculated prices for zero coupon bonds of From model yields we calculated prices for zero coupon bonds of 
face value 100/- and these were compared to prices obtained from 
Bloomberg market yields. The same was done for yields obtained 
from the NSE ZCYCfrom the NSE ZCYC. 

 The price errors from our fitted yield curve were significantly 
lower than those from the benchmark NSE yield curve.
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4.3 Stability of shape 

 Moreover, the curves obtained were of stable 
shapeshape. 

 In fact, in the Nelson Siegel model, τ is the 
scaling parameter and hence largely determinesscaling parameter and hence largely determines 
the shape of the curve, particularly for higher 
maturities. Hence this methodology implicitly gy p y
ensures that shape of the curve doesn't change 
widely, as we are restricting τ to the range [0.3, 2].

 The following charts show shapes of the last four 
quarter-end yield curves.
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4.3 NSE yield curves
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4.3 Fitted yield curves
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4.3 Bloomberg yields
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Comparing the three charts shows that the fitted 
yield curve has better stability of shape and canyield curve has better stability of shape, and can 
capture actual market yield dynamics better than 
the NSE ZCYC.
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Conclusion

 The model consistently outperforms the 
benchmark NSE yield curvebenchmark NSE yield curve

- Better fit to market yields and prices
Improved stability of shape- Improved stability of shape

 This methodology can be easily applied for an in-
house calibration of the yield curve from markethouse calibration of the yield curve from market 
data

 We have identified liquidity premium in 30 year We have identified liquidity premium in 30 year 
zero coupon yields
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Thank youThank you
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